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Reading free Architects working details the architects journal Copy
architectural detailing makes a design stand apart from all other buildings and also makes an architect truly outstanding each volume has become a study of the emerging trends in
architectural detailing with a strong focus on sustaining the environment green architecture and many aspects of cross cultural design featuring the world s most highly acclaimed
architects this book presents many the world s most recently completed and influential building designs for corporate government transport and infrastructure public spaces
landscape architecture hospitality residential sports and leisure convention and conference art and exhibition architects featured are from europe the united states australia asia
and south america the architectural detail is author edward r ford s life s work and this may be his most important book to date ford walks the reader through five widely accepted
and wildly different definitions of detail in an attemptto find once and for all the quintessential definition of detail in architecture this is the first book to give such close attention to
le corbusier s approach to the making of buildings it illustrates the ways in which le corbusier s details were expressive of his overall philosophical intentions it is not a construction
book in the usual sense rather it focusses on the meaning of detail on the ways in which detail informs the overall architectural narrative of a building well illustrated and
containing several specially prepared scaled drawings it acts as timely reminder to both students and architects of the possibilities inherent in the most small scale tectonic
gestures presents 40 detailed studies of some of the most innovative buildings of recent years intricate 3 dimensional cut away drawings explain in a clear and engaging way the
construction of each building illuminated by photographs a brief description and comprehensive notes focusing on issues such as low carbon construction prefabrication and craft
the projects have been chosen for their use of innovative construction techniques a lavish and beautifully illustrated sourcebook of classically inspired architectural detail a valuable
resource for architects interior designers builders and home decorators featuring a foreword by renowned interior designer david easton highlights projects by us architects
including marc ferguson oscar shamamian peter pennoyer quinlan terry and gil schafer features a foreword by david easton arguably america s most respected decorator
contributors also include historians jeremy musson and david watkin in the art of classical details classically trained architect phillip dodd takes a close up look at some of the finest
examples of neo classical architecture in the world today covering the fundamentals of classical architecture such as tuscan doric ionic corinthian and composite columns and
featuring the work of skilled contemporary classicists including julian bicknell and ken tate the art of classical details is the definitive guide to today s world of neoclassical
architectural detailing despite the exaggerated news of the untimely death of the detail by greg lynn the architectural detail is now more lifelike and active than ever before in this
era of digital design and production technologies new materials parametrics building information modeling bim augmented realities and the nano bio information computation
consilience the detail is now an increasingly vital force in architecture though such digitally designed and produced details are diminishing in size to the molecular and nano levels
they are increasingly becoming more complex multi functional high performance and self replicating far from being a non essential and final finish this new type of highly evolved
high tech detail is rapidly becoming the indispensable and critical core the sometimes iconic dna of an innovative new species of built environmental form that is spawning in scale
and prominence across product interior urban and landscape design this issue of ad re examines the history theories and design of the world s most significant spatial details and
explores their innovative potentials and possibilities for the future of architecture contributors include rachel armstrong nic clear edward ford dennis shelden skylar tibbits featured
architects ben van berkel hernan diaz alonso peter macapia carlo ratti philippe rahm patrik schumacher neil spiller consists of articles originally published 1988 in the architects
journal what separates good architecture from great architecture the difference lies in the details the way an architect chooses to treat architectural detailingscreens and walls
doors and windows roofs bridges and stairscan transform the merely ordinary into the extraordinary detail in process the second volume in the new asbuilt series features twenty
five awe inspiring projects characterized by an unusual synthesis of aesthetics and materials the sunshade at morphosis s student recreation center in cincinnati the embossed and
perforated copper skin of herzog de meuron s de young museum in san francisco the handrails at mir rivera architects lake austin footbridge in austin the stairs at heatherwick
studio s longchamp store in new york city plus twenty more editors christine killory and ren davids have collected the best work of the past two years including new buildings by
some of today s most daring and detail obsessed architects norman foster james carpenter john ronan renzo piano marmol radziner tadao ando steven holl jean nouvel david
chipperfield and sanaa comprehensively documented detail in process includes the plans details and large scale sections needed to appreciate the innovative ways these architects
have responded to complicated design problems the author explores the history of five designs from among many that he generated for a small urban lot he purchased near the
center of charlottesville virginia judy juracek presents a series of colour photographs designed to meet the research needs of architects interior and graphic designers each
captures a range of details and surfaces and they are organised into architectural headings such as walls facades balconies pavements arches and many more this groundbreaking
book now available in paperback reports on an explosive new design field the design of information to improve clarify and facilitate processes of communication and learning as the
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world responds to a burgeoning information superhighway the structure and design of data becomes increasingly important this book shows how the presentation of information
can make complex material clear and accessible to illustrate the book presents projects by 20 world class designers including david macaulay clement mok nigel holmes peter
bradford and krzysztof lenk each contributor has provided an essay describing his or her project and the process involved in its development detail in contemporary residential
architecture provides analysis of both the technical and the aesthetic importance of details in the development of contemporary residential architecture featuring many of the world
s most highly acclaimed architects the book presents more than 50 of the most recently completed and influential house designs for each house there are color photographs plans of
every floor sections and elevations as well as numerous consistently styled construction details the book also features in depth information for each project curious about how alsop
architects managed to construct that flying translucent rectangle at the ontario college of art and design wonder about the sustainability of the genzyme building the saying the
truth is in the details reveals an essential quality of architectural design how a staircase curves a roof seemingly floats or a concrete wall illuminates are critical questions for
architects looking at or creating new work you might forgive designers for closely guarding their signature techniques fortunately edited bys christine killory and rene davids culled
an amazing collection of the best trade secrets in details in contemporary architecture the asbuilt series is dedicated to presenting recent examples of formal and material
innovation in architecture through detail and technical drawings diagrams photographs and work in progress material including fabrication and assembly details technology and
form the third volume in the series explores the genesis of twenty five projects built in the united states and canada many notable for their multi disciplinary design process editors
christine killory and rené davids have selected buildings which have contributed to the ongoing evolution of architecture as a synthesis of art engineering and craft from designs
inspired by responses to environmental and energy concerns to re interpretations of regional precedents or transformations of pre fabricated building systems all are testaments to
the range and reach of contemporary architectural technology projects by anmahian winton architects bade stageberg cox charles h benson associates architects choi ropiha
fighera de leon primmer architecture workshop ennead architects gray organschi architecture herzog de meuron architekten hhf architects integrated architecture kendall heaton
associates krueck sexton architects kuwabara payne mckenna blumberg architects morphosis architects parsons brinckerhoff perkins eastman rafael viñoly architects renzo piano
building workshop richärd bauer robert siegel architects ross barney architects selldorf architects sja architects skidmore owings merrill smithgroup inc smith miller hawkinson
architects stantec steven kratchman architect thomas roszak architecture toshiko mori architect voa associates incorporated weiss manfredi architecture landscape urbanism zaha
hadid architects most architectural standards references contain thousands of pages of details overwhelmingly more than architects need to know to know on any given day the
updated and revised edition of architecture reference specification contains vital information that s essential to planning and executing architectural projects of all shapes and sizes
all in a format that is small enough to carry anywhere it distills the data provided in standard architectural volumes and is an easy to use reference for the most indispensable and
most requested types of architectural information what is a detail in architecture the concept of detail has long played an important role in the discourse and practice of architects
but the meaning of the term has been understood in radically different ways from construction detail to ornament detailing worlds is the first book to examine how the complex and
manifold meanings of our contemporary understanding of architectural detail came to be it tells the story of the evolution of an architectural concept from the term s origins in the
18th century to the present day examining five different worlds of practice the academic technician student engineer and architect to show how each of these different contexts
conditioned the emergence of new understandings of detail detailing worlds will appeal to historians of architectural practice and to designers too for its insights on contemporary
modes of thinking and speaking about the practice of building design today japan is becoming a popular travel destination for more and more architects today with its wide variety
of architecture it is both a source of fascination and inspiration over a number of years the review detail has been consistently documenting the construction activities which have
taken place in japan and this book draws on the best of their experience and connections to present and analyse with plans and details the most interesting buildings from various
architectural trends in contemporary japan including ando s museum for contemporary art in naoshima toyo ito s mediathek a residential building by kazuyo sejima and a temple
gallery in kyoto by takashi yamaguchi introductory essays discuss the developments in japanese architecture and together with portraits of not only well known japanese architects
and offices but also young offices such as atelier bow wow this volume provides a stimulating discussion of current japanese building in the context of traditional architecture
neufert s architects data is an essential reference for the initial design and planning of a building project it provides in one concise volume the core information needed to form the
framework for the more detailed design and planning of any building project organised largely by building type it covers the full range of preliminary considerations and with over
6200 diagrams it provides a mass of data on spatial requirements most illustrations are dimensioned and each building type includes plans sections site layouts and design details
an extensive bibliography and a detailed set of metric imperial conversion tables are included since it was first published in germany in 1936 ernst neufert s handbook has been
progressively revised and updated through 39 editions and many translations this fourth english language edition is translated from the 39th german edition and represents a major
new edition for an international english speaking readership reviews of the previous edition neufert s architects data was the first book i bought when i started my studies in
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architecture it was invaluable for me then and it is still a useful aid in my designs cesar pelli with this thorough rewrite neufert has produced yet again an invaluable reference book
the architects journal dvd contains tiff files of images from book this is a compilation of the full year s information including the discussion section where well known architects and
critics as well as specialist authors and architectural historians articulate their views the documentation section containing an analysis of selected projects in which buildings from
around the world are covered in depth and the technology section where the specific theme of each issue of the magazine is treated in greater depth along with these are
illustrations of the high standards that detail is known for where all plan drawings are true to scale and have been approved by the architects planners and engineers responsible
for the original design this annual sourcebook is a beautiful record not only of the year s detail publication but of some of the best and most innovative contemporary architecture
this book examines over 30 bathroom designs from around the world each one designed by a notable architect and created especially for a specific residence for each bathroom
there is an image of the whole house placing it in context and providing a flavor of the general design style images of the bathroom and a floor plan showing its relation to the other
spaces the pages that follow are entirely devoted to detailed drawings showing the arrangement and construction of the bathroom in particular sections elevations and construction
details of all the fitted units and joinery these drawings are all made to a consistent style and to a set number of scales for easy comparison dimensions are also included with the
drawings as well as details of fitted units baths showers basins etc the credits for the projects include contact details of suppliers so that the exact materials and fixtures can be
sourced the projects are arranged into chapters by type of dominant material glass steel and stone the book will be invaluable for all practicing architects as well as those
considering commissioning a high quality bathroom for their own house consists mostly of working details that have appeared in the architects journal since publication was
resumed after the war detail in contemporary concrete architecture provides analysis of both the technical and the aesthetic importance of details in modern concrete architecture
featuring the work of renowned architects from around the world this book presents 49 of the most recently completed and influential concrete designs for both residential and
commercial architecture each project is presented with color photographs site plans and sections and elevations as well as numerous construction details there is also descriptive
text detailed captions and in depth information for each project a bonus cd rom contains all the drawings as printed in the book in both eps and dwg generic cad formats why are
buildings detailed the way they are why do architects and engineers seem to come to the same kind of solutions to their detailing problems are we satisfied with such a situation
with environmental concerns so high on designers agendas the answer to this third question has to be no collectively architects engineers and specifiers need to revisit how they
detail the built environment and address the most important and potentially difficult area of the joint between materials and components in principles of architectural detailing the
authors question the way in which buildings are detailed and in particular challenge familiar joint solutions they offer practical guidance and a number of tools to help the student
of architectural detailing in the decision making process the emphasis throughout is on using knowledge of construction in a creative and productive way to contribute towards a
built environment that enhances our well being and which is also sustainable based upon the best selling book architectural detailing by edward allen and patrick rand landscape
architectural detailing applies the same organization to the three major concerns of the landscape architecture detailer function constructability and aesthetics richly illustrated
this book approaches landscape architecture detailing in a systematic manner and provides a framework for analyzing existing details and devising new ones landscape
architectural detailing includes material on details related to aesthetics water drainage and movement structures construction assemblies sustainable resources and more details in
australian architecture vol 1 another addition to the outstanding house design series this fascinating title discusses the work of a major award winning architect superb colour
photographs
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Details in Architecture 5 1999 architectural detailing makes a design stand apart from all other buildings and also makes an architect truly outstanding each volume has become a
study of the emerging trends in architectural detailing with a strong focus on sustaining the environment green architecture and many aspects of cross cultural design featuring the
world s most highly acclaimed architects this book presents many the world s most recently completed and influential building designs for corporate government transport and
infrastructure public spaces landscape architecture hospitality residential sports and leisure convention and conference art and exhibition architects featured are from europe the
united states australia asia and south america
The Architectural Detail 2011-10-19 the architectural detail is author edward r ford s life s work and this may be his most important book to date ford walks the reader through
five widely accepted and wildly different definitions of detail in an attemptto find once and for all the quintessential definition of detail in architecture
Le Corbusier in Detail 2007-08-31 this is the first book to give such close attention to le corbusier s approach to the making of buildings it illustrates the ways in which le corbusier
s details were expressive of his overall philosophical intentions it is not a construction book in the usual sense rather it focusses on the meaning of detail on the ways in which detail
informs the overall architectural narrative of a building well illustrated and containing several specially prepared scaled drawings it acts as timely reminder to both students and
architects of the possibilities inherent in the most small scale tectonic gestures
Architecture in Detail II 2010 presents 40 detailed studies of some of the most innovative buildings of recent years intricate 3 dimensional cut away drawings explain in a clear and
engaging way the construction of each building illuminated by photographs a brief description and comprehensive notes focusing on issues such as low carbon construction
prefabrication and craft the projects have been chosen for their use of innovative construction techniques
Architects' working details 1965 a lavish and beautifully illustrated sourcebook of classically inspired architectural detail a valuable resource for architects interior designers
builders and home decorators featuring a foreword by renowned interior designer david easton highlights projects by us architects including marc ferguson oscar shamamian peter
pennoyer quinlan terry and gil schafer features a foreword by david easton arguably america s most respected decorator contributors also include historians jeremy musson and
david watkin in the art of classical details classically trained architect phillip dodd takes a close up look at some of the finest examples of neo classical architecture in the world
today covering the fundamentals of classical architecture such as tuscan doric ionic corinthian and composite columns and featuring the work of skilled contemporary classicists
including julian bicknell and ken tate the art of classical details is the definitive guide to today s world of neoclassical architectural detailing
The Art of Classical Details 2013 despite the exaggerated news of the untimely death of the detail by greg lynn the architectural detail is now more lifelike and active than ever
before in this era of digital design and production technologies new materials parametrics building information modeling bim augmented realities and the nano bio information
computation consilience the detail is now an increasingly vital force in architecture though such digitally designed and produced details are diminishing in size to the molecular and
nano levels they are increasingly becoming more complex multi functional high performance and self replicating far from being a non essential and final finish this new type of
highly evolved high tech detail is rapidly becoming the indispensable and critical core the sometimes iconic dna of an innovative new species of built environmental form that is
spawning in scale and prominence across product interior urban and landscape design this issue of ad re examines the history theories and design of the world s most significant
spatial details and explores their innovative potentials and possibilities for the future of architecture contributors include rachel armstrong nic clear edward ford dennis shelden
skylar tibbits featured architects ben van berkel hernan diaz alonso peter macapia carlo ratti philippe rahm patrik schumacher neil spiller
Details 1995-08-01 consists of articles originally published 1988 in the architects journal
Future Details of Architecture 2014-09-09 what separates good architecture from great architecture the difference lies in the details the way an architect chooses to treat
architectural detailingscreens and walls doors and windows roofs bridges and stairscan transform the merely ordinary into the extraordinary detail in process the second volume in
the new asbuilt series features twenty five awe inspiring projects characterized by an unusual synthesis of aesthetics and materials the sunshade at morphosis s student recreation
center in cincinnati the embossed and perforated copper skin of herzog de meuron s de young museum in san francisco the handrails at mir rivera architects lake austin footbridge
in austin the stairs at heatherwick studio s longchamp store in new york city plus twenty more editors christine killory and ren davids have collected the best work of the past two
years including new buildings by some of today s most daring and detail obsessed architects norman foster james carpenter john ronan renzo piano marmol radziner tadao ando
steven holl jean nouvel david chipperfield and sanaa comprehensively documented detail in process includes the plans details and large scale sections needed to appreciate the
innovative ways these architects have responded to complicated design problems
Architects' Working Details 1989 the author explores the history of five designs from among many that he generated for a small urban lot he purchased near the center of
charlottesville virginia
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Detail in Process 2008 judy juracek presents a series of colour photographs designed to meet the research needs of architects interior and graphic designers each captures a
range of details and surfaces and they are organised into architectural headings such as walls facades balconies pavements arches and many more
Five Houses, Ten Details 2009-07 this groundbreaking book now available in paperback reports on an explosive new design field the design of information to improve clarify and
facilitate processes of communication and learning as the world responds to a burgeoning information superhighway the structure and design of data becomes increasingly
important this book shows how the presentation of information can make complex material clear and accessible to illustrate the book presents projects by 20 world class designers
including david macaulay clement mok nigel holmes peter bradford and krzysztof lenk each contributor has provided an essay describing his or her project and the process involved
in its development
Architects' Working Details 1953 detail in contemporary residential architecture provides analysis of both the technical and the aesthetic importance of details in the
development of contemporary residential architecture featuring many of the world s most highly acclaimed architects the book presents more than 50 of the most recently
completed and influential house designs for each house there are color photographs plans of every floor sections and elevations as well as numerous consistently styled construction
details the book also features in depth information for each project
Architectural Surfaces 2005 curious about how alsop architects managed to construct that flying translucent rectangle at the ontario college of art and design wonder about the
sustainability of the genzyme building the saying the truth is in the details reveals an essential quality of architectural design how a staircase curves a roof seemingly floats or a
concrete wall illuminates are critical questions for architects looking at or creating new work you might forgive designers for closely guarding their signature techniques fortunately
edited bys christine killory and rene davids culled an amazing collection of the best trade secrets in details in contemporary architecture
Information Architects 1997 the asbuilt series is dedicated to presenting recent examples of formal and material innovation in architecture through detail and technical drawings
diagrams photographs and work in progress material including fabrication and assembly details technology and form the third volume in the series explores the genesis of twenty
five projects built in the united states and canada many notable for their multi disciplinary design process editors christine killory and rené davids have selected buildings which
have contributed to the ongoing evolution of architecture as a synthesis of art engineering and craft from designs inspired by responses to environmental and energy concerns to re
interpretations of regional precedents or transformations of pre fabricated building systems all are testaments to the range and reach of contemporary architectural technology
projects by anmahian winton architects bade stageberg cox charles h benson associates architects choi ropiha fighera de leon primmer architecture workshop ennead architects
gray organschi architecture herzog de meuron architekten hhf architects integrated architecture kendall heaton associates krueck sexton architects kuwabara payne mckenna
blumberg architects morphosis architects parsons brinckerhoff perkins eastman rafael viñoly architects renzo piano building workshop richärd bauer robert siegel architects ross
barney architects selldorf architects sja architects skidmore owings merrill smithgroup inc smith miller hawkinson architects stantec steven kratchman architect thomas roszak
architecture toshiko mori architect voa associates incorporated weiss manfredi architecture landscape urbanism zaha hadid architects
Detail in Contemporary Residential Architecture 2012-09-19 most architectural standards references contain thousands of pages of details overwhelmingly more than architects
need to know to know on any given day the updated and revised edition of architecture reference specification contains vital information that s essential to planning and executing
architectural projects of all shapes and sizes all in a format that is small enough to carry anywhere it distills the data provided in standard architectural volumes and is an easy to
use reference for the most indispensable and most requested types of architectural information
Details in Contemporary Architecture 2013-07-02 what is a detail in architecture the concept of detail has long played an important role in the discourse and practice of
architects but the meaning of the term has been understood in radically different ways from construction detail to ornament detailing worlds is the first book to examine how the
complex and manifold meanings of our contemporary understanding of architectural detail came to be it tells the story of the evolution of an architectural concept from the term s
origins in the 18th century to the present day examining five different worlds of practice the academic technician student engineer and architect to show how each of these
different contexts conditioned the emergence of new understandings of detail detailing worlds will appeal to historians of architectural practice and to designers too for its insights
on contemporary modes of thinking and speaking about the practice of building design today
Details, Technology, and Form 2012-06-27 japan is becoming a popular travel destination for more and more architects today with its wide variety of architecture it is both a source
of fascination and inspiration over a number of years the review detail has been consistently documenting the construction activities which have taken place in japan and this book
draws on the best of their experience and connections to present and analyse with plans and details the most interesting buildings from various architectural trends in
contemporary japan including ando s museum for contemporary art in naoshima toyo ito s mediathek a residential building by kazuyo sejima and a temple gallery in kyoto by
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takashi yamaguchi introductory essays discuss the developments in japanese architecture and together with portraits of not only well known japanese architects and offices but also
young offices such as atelier bow wow this volume provides a stimulating discussion of current japanese building in the context of traditional architecture
The Architecture Reference & Specification Book updated & revised 2018-01-09 neufert s architects data is an essential reference for the initial design and planning of a
building project it provides in one concise volume the core information needed to form the framework for the more detailed design and planning of any building project organised
largely by building type it covers the full range of preliminary considerations and with over 6200 diagrams it provides a mass of data on spatial requirements most illustrations are
dimensioned and each building type includes plans sections site layouts and design details an extensive bibliography and a detailed set of metric imperial conversion tables are
included since it was first published in germany in 1936 ernst neufert s handbook has been progressively revised and updated through 39 editions and many translations this fourth
english language edition is translated from the 39th german edition and represents a major new edition for an international english speaking readership reviews of the previous
edition neufert s architects data was the first book i bought when i started my studies in architecture it was invaluable for me then and it is still a useful aid in my designs cesar pelli
with this thorough rewrite neufert has produced yet again an invaluable reference book the architects journal
Detailing Worlds 2024-04-18 dvd contains tiff files of images from book
In Detail: Japan 2002 this is a compilation of the full year s information including the discussion section where well known architects and critics as well as specialist authors and
architectural historians articulate their views the documentation section containing an analysis of selected projects in which buildings from around the world are covered in depth
and the technology section where the specific theme of each issue of the magazine is treated in greater depth along with these are illustrations of the high standards that detail is
known for where all plan drawings are true to scale and have been approved by the architects planners and engineers responsible for the original design this annual sourcebook is a
beautiful record not only of the year s detail publication but of some of the best and most innovative contemporary architecture
Architects' Data 2012-03-26 this book examines over 30 bathroom designs from around the world each one designed by a notable architect and created especially for a specific
residence for each bathroom there is an image of the whole house placing it in context and providing a flavor of the general design style images of the bathroom and a floor plan
showing its relation to the other spaces the pages that follow are entirely devoted to detailed drawings showing the arrangement and construction of the bathroom in particular
sections elevations and construction details of all the fitted units and joinery these drawings are all made to a consistent style and to a set number of scales for easy comparison
dimensions are also included with the drawings as well as details of fitted units baths showers basins etc the credits for the projects include contact details of suppliers so that the
exact materials and fixtures can be sourced the projects are arranged into chapters by type of dominant material glass steel and stone the book will be invaluable for all practicing
architects as well as those considering commissioning a high quality bathroom for their own house
Architects' Detail Sheets 1956 consists mostly of working details that have appeared in the architects journal since publication was resumed after the war
Architects' Working Details 1962 detail in contemporary concrete architecture provides analysis of both the technical and the aesthetic importance of details in modern concrete
architecture featuring the work of renowned architects from around the world this book presents 49 of the most recently completed and influential concrete designs for both
residential and commercial architecture each project is presented with color photographs site plans and sections and elevations as well as numerous construction details there is
also descriptive text detailed captions and in depth information for each project a bonus cd rom contains all the drawings as printed in the book in both eps and dwg generic cad
formats
Building Details 2008 why are buildings detailed the way they are why do architects and engineers seem to come to the same kind of solutions to their detailing problems are we
satisfied with such a situation with environmental concerns so high on designers agendas the answer to this third question has to be no collectively architects engineers and
specifiers need to revisit how they detail the built environment and address the most important and potentially difficult area of the joint between materials and components in
principles of architectural detailing the authors question the way in which buildings are detailed and in particular challenge familiar joint solutions they offer practical guidance and
a number of tools to help the student of architectural detailing in the decision making process the emphasis throughout is on using knowledge of construction in a creative and
productive way to contribute towards a built environment that enhances our well being and which is also sustainable
Architectural Details 2003 2017-10-27 based upon the best selling book architectural detailing by edward allen and patrick rand landscape architectural detailing applies the same
organization to the three major concerns of the landscape architecture detailer function constructability and aesthetics richly illustrated this book approaches landscape
architecture detailing in a systematic manner and provides a framework for analyzing existing details and devising new ones landscape architectural detailing includes material on
details related to aesthetics water drainage and movement structures construction assemblies sustainable resources and more
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Architects' Working Details 1967 details in australian architecture vol 1
Architects' Detail Sheets 1958 another addition to the outstanding house design series this fascinating title discusses the work of a major award winning architect superb colour
photographs
Architects' Working Details 1968
Best of Architects' Working Details: Internal 1982
Detail in Contemporary Bathroom Design 2009-04-29
Architects' Working Details 1953
Detail in Contemporary Concrete Architecture 2012-11-07
Principles of Architectural Detailing 2004-04-09
Detailing for Landscape Architects 2011-02-25
Detail Volume 5 2010-04-20
Herzog & de Meuron 2023-04-13
Architectural Details for Every Type of Building 1938
Details in Australian Architecture 1984
The Details of Modern Architecture 1996
In Detail 2001
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